Gate check: HGVs

All vehicles over 3.5t GVW* arriving on this site must conform to the CLOCS Standard. *excl. exemptions

1. Vehicle operator check
Vehicle operator must meet the requirements described in FORS Silver (Fleet Operator Recognition Scheme) and provide the evidence specified by contractor.

2. Vehicle check
Any vehicle over 3.5t GVW shall have the following safety kit fitted:
- Class V and VI mirrors
- Working camera and close proximity sensor system with in-cab audible alarm (and rear camera for +7.5t rigid vehicles)
- Side under-run protection (both sides)
- Externally audible alert for vehicle turning left and reversing
- Vulnerable road user warning signage

3. Driver check
Must have a valid driving licence for the vehicle being driven.
Must have successfully completed required approved training to minimise collisions, emissions and security/terrorist threats (demonstrated by trainers’ certificate/card or driver listed on fors-online.org.uk/cms/fors-trained-drivers).

4. Route check
Driver must declare the last mile route taken to site.
Driver must declare if they are involved in any collisions on the journey to site.

Refusal of access to site
In the event of non-conformance, the vehicle may be refused entry and a non-conformance report completed.
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